INTRODUCTION
Circadian rhythms are important for healthy cardiovascular physiology. Staying in synchrony with the earth's 24-hour day and night (diurnal) cycle provides benefits to the daily functioning of our cardiovascular system. Conversely, desynchrony with the external environment, for example, through jet lag, shift work, or sleep disorders, has profound adverse effects on our cardiovascular system. Importantly, this has led a flurry of recent investigations with a translational focus, specifically on how circadian biology can be applied to benefit treatment of heart disease. For example, time-ofday therapy (chronotherapy) with angiotensinconverting enzyme inhibitors (ACEi) benefits treatment in experimental murine models of heart disease. Moreover, clinical cardiology benefits from chronotherapy and recent successes include evening administration of antihypertensives for nondippers, aspirin at night to reduce morning risk of myocardial infarction (MI), nocturnal hemodialysis, and nocturnal continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) for patients with obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). Evidence is also emerging that short-term circadian and sleep disruption, as occurs in intensive care units (ICUs), may hamper recovery after MI. Maintaining the diurnal environment and patients biological rhythms is a promising nonpharmaceutic approach to reduce scar expansion and improve outcomes after MI. Finally, recent studies give rise to 3 new frontiers for translational research: (1) applications to benefit cardiovascular disease in the aging population; (2) new understanding of circadian mitophagy in regulating cardiac bioenergetics; and (3) links between the circadian clock mechanism and cognitive impairment or depression in heart disease. Recognizing the fundamental role that the circadian mechanism plays in cardiovascular health and disease is leading to new translational applications for clinical cardiology.
healthy cardiovascular physiology as well as in the in the timing of onset of adverse cardiovascular events.
Overview of the Circadian Mechanism in the Heart
Molecular circadian clocks are present in all our cells, including cardiomyocytes. [1] [2] [3] [4] This mechanism enables us to entrain to environmental cues and anticipate the differing physiology demands of our everyday events, including those of the cardiovascular system. The circadian mechanism at a most basic level is a transcriptional-translational loop that cycles once every 24 hours to keep cellular time, and it is illustrated in Fig. 1 (there are excellent reviews 5, 6 ). Briefly, the positive arm (see Fig. 1 , green) consists of a heterodimeric pairing of CLOCK and BMAL1 proteins, which bind to promoter E-boxes to induce expression of the repressors PERIOD and CRYPTOCHROME. In the negative arm (see Fig. 1 , purple), the repressors PER and CRY are phosphorylated by CASEIN KINASE, leading to inhibition of their transcription. In addition to regulating 24-hour diurnal clock cycles, this mechanism also controls diurnal patterns of tissue-specific output genes, those which regulate cardiac structure and function on a daily basis. 7, 8 Collectively, transcription of approximately 10% of the genes 1,2,8-11 and translation of approximately 10% of the proteins 12, 13 in the heart, as well as vasculature 8, 14, 15 and other tissues, 16, 17 are under circadian control.
Circadian Rhythms and Healthy Cardiovascular Physiology
The output of the circadian mechanism is observed as diurnal physiologic rhythms, many crucial to the cardiovascular system. For example, there is daily cyclic variation in heart rate (HR), which is highest in the day and lowest during the night. 18 Blood pressure (BP) also displays a daily rhythm that is highest in the morning, falls progressively throughout the day and early evening, and then reaches a nadir around 3:00 AM. 19 Diurnal rhythms in BP are considered especially important for cardiovascular health, because clinically, humans with 24-hour BP profiles that do not follow the normal diurnal pattern are at a higher risk of heart disease. That is, most people have a nocturnal dip in BP of approximately 10% as compared with the daytime. 19 However, hypertensive nondippers (patients who do not experience the anticipated drop in BP at night), 20 or patients without hypertension but still a diminished nocturnal decline in BP, 21 exhibit an increased risk of heart disease. These diurnal rhythms in HR and BP parallel the sympathetic and parasympathetic biases of our autonomic nervous system, 22, 23 and they are endogenously generated. [24] [25] [26] Circadian Rhythms in the Timing of Onset of Adverse Cardiovascular Events Rhythms are important not only for healthy cardiovascular physiology but also for the timing of onset Fig. 1 . The molecular circadian clock mechanism cycles in virtually all cells, including cardiomyocytes, and plays a direct role in regulating the daily output of thousands of genes, proteins, and metabolites. These in turn play key roles in regulating the structure and function of the healthy heart and contribute to cardiac remodeling and the pathophysiology of heart disease. of acute cardiovascular events. These events do not occur randomly throughout the day. A classic example, reported by Muller and colleagues (Table 1) in the New England Journal of Medicine, is that acute MI is most likely to occur between approximately 6:00 AM and noon, as compared with any other time of day or night. In the years following this important initial observation by Muller and colleagues, there have been many subsequent epidemiologic reports on the diurnal timing of acute cardiovascular events. In this article, the authors have summarized the literature on the timing of onset of MI (see Table 1 ), time of day and severity of MI ( Table 2) , timing of onset of sudden cardiac death ( Table 3) , timing of onset of ventricular arrhythmias ( Table 4) , and timing of onset of stroke ( Table 5 ). In addition, clinical and experimental studies indicate that severity of MI varies by time of day of onset, [27] [28] [29] and this is due in part to the triggering of different immune and genetic responses in the daytime as compared with nighttime. 30 
TRANSLATING CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS FOR THE TREATMENT OF HEART DISEASE
This section describes direct applications of circadian biology to clinical medicine.
Chronotherapy Benefits Treatment of Heart Disease, Basic Research
There is remarkable circadian rhythmicity in healthy cardiovascular physiology, and in the timing of onset of acute cardiovascular events, as noted above. Moreover, a growing body of evidence from basic animal research studies suggests that this can lead directly to translational applications, such as timing of therapy (chronotherapy) to benefit the treatment of cardiac hypertrophy. In earlier studies, the authors' group demonstrated that chronotherapy with ACEi benefits cardiac remodeling in mice. 31 They chose ACEi for the study because they are commonly prescribed to patients with hypertension or after MI. The authors showed improved efficacy if ACEi were given at sleep time; in their murine model of pressure overload-induced cardiac hypertrophy (Trans Aortic Constriction [TAC] model). In contrast, wake time treatment did not differ from placebo. A key reason ACEi chronotherapy works is because of rhythms in the renin-angiotensin system (RAS), the target of this drug class. If mice are given ACEi when RAS is high, then it is much more effective than given when RAS is low. It has subsequently been reported that chronotherapy could improve efficacy for a wide variety of drugs. Many of the world's best-selling medications target the products of rhythmic genes; many of these drugs have short half-lives, and they may well benefit from timed dosage. 32 
Chronotherapy and Clinical Applications for Treatment of Heart Disease
There is also a growing clinical appreciation that timing of therapy can be applied to several different cardiovascular therapies. 3, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] Recent successes include the following: (1) Nocturnal BP: BP has a circadian rhythm that is high in the day and dips down by approximately 10% at night. 19 This dipper profile is important for cardiovascular health, and hypertensive non-dippers have significantly increased heart size as compared with hypertensive dippers or normotensive dippers. 20 Manfredini and Fabbian 38 have compiled a vast array of clinical reports and reviews supporting the notion that evening administration of antihypertensive drugs helps to maintain the dipper profile and can reduce cardiovascular risk. (2) Aspirin at night: Aspirin taken at night time, as compared with on awakening, may reduce the morning peak in platelet reactivity and thus may reduce cardiovascular risk. 39 (3) Nocturnal hemodialysis: Cardiovascular disease is a significant cause of death in patients with end-stage renal disease. 40 Intriguingly, nocturnal hemodialysis, as compared with conventional daytime therapy, is accompanied by regression of left ventricular cardiac hypertrophy. 41 (4) OSA: OSA is a common sleep disorder with cardiovascular consequences, and it is treated during nighttime by CPAP therapy. Nocturnal CPAP therapy attenuates some of the adverse effects of OSA on the cardiovascular system (reviews [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] ). The authors created a blog of recent clinical studies and reviews, which highlight chronotherapy for cardiovascular and other clinical conditions (http://chronobioapp.blogspot.ca). 37 In summary, timing of drug therapy matters, and administration of therapies timed with the body's physiologic and molecular rhythms can benefit patients with heart disease.
Rhythms in the Intensive Care Unit
Modern hospitals, and especially intensive and coronary care units, still use multi-bed rooms. Contemporary medicine seems to ignore the importance of undisturbed diurnal rhythms, even in the critically ill. Although the ICU benefits patient management, inadvertent noise, lighting, and frequent patient-staff interactions conspire to disturb sleep and circadian rhythms in acutely ill patients. 47, 48 Recently, the authors investigated the consequences of rhythm disturbance on heart disease, using the experimental murine model of MI. They showed that short-term disruption of diurnal rhythms, for just the few days after MI, worsened long-term outcomes (increased scar expansion and left ventricular dilation and decreased % ejection fraction) as compared with mice housed in a normal diurnal environment after MI. 49 The short-term diurnal disruption had a profound adverse effect on outcome because the circadian rhythms of the immune system were disturbed. Normally there is coordinated removal of dead tissue through an early inflammatory phase, followed by remodeling of the myocardium, and scar maturation. 50 However, when rhythms were disturbed, this early inflammatory response was altered. As a result, this led to a domino-like triggered a domino-like effect, whereby aberrant early remodeling set an inappropriate stage for the subsequent healing phases and ultimately worsened outcome. Maintaining the diurnal environment and patients' biological rhythms is a promising nonpharmaceutic approach to improve outcomes. 33, 35 This translational application, as well as chronocardiology, is the subject of recent cardiology news, in the high-impact journal Circulation published by the American Heart Association. 51 
NEW FRONTIERS IN CARDIAC CLOCKS AND PRECLINICAL TRANSLATION
Circadian medicine already shows enormous promise by targeting the heart's daily physiologic and molecular rhythms. In addition, there are exciting new frontiers for investigation, and these too show significant potential for translational application for the treatment of heart disease. These new frontiers are described in later discussion. 
Circadian Rhythms and Cardiovascular Aging
The prevalence and incidence of cardiovascular disease increase with aging and frequently progress toward heart failure (HF). 52, 53 HF is a common cause for hospitalization in patients older than 65 years of age and is a considerable economic burden, and more than 50% of patients die within 5 years of diagnosis. Total costs are projected to double over the next 2 decades because of increasing prevalence of HF associated with aging. 54, 55 The authors recently identified a direct role for the circadian mechanism factor Clock in the pathophysiology of cardiac aging, using a murine model. 56 Disturbing Clock in circadian mutant mice (Clock D19/D19 ) leads to an age-dependent increase in heart size, cardiomyocyte hypertrophy, interstitial fibrosis, and maladaptive cardiac remodeling leading to HF (increased left ventricular dimensions, reduced % ejection fraction, and % fractional shortening). 56 Cardiomyocyte-specific mutation of Clock can cause hypertrophy and fibrosis, 57 and moreover, disruption in the vasculature in Clock D19/D19 mice contributes to reduced myogenic responsiveness and leads to decreased cardiac contractility. 56 Mechanistically, Clock is a key mediator in the PTEN-AKT signal pathways, and thus, it plays a crucial role in cardiac growth and renewal. Intriguingly, pharmacologic targeting of the circadian mechanism may provide a new opportunity for treating heart disease. The therapeutic implications may be particularly relevant for individuals subjected to circadian rhythms disruption, such as shift workers and individuals with sleep disorders in the aging population.
Circadian Rhythms and Mitophagy
The circadian mechanism component Rev-erb-a is key regulator of mitochondrial content and oxidative function in skeletal muscle, exerting control in part by repressing genes that trigger mitophagy. 58 This notion, combined with a recent flurry of mechanistic studies suggesting that mitochondrial quality is important for the heart and that dysregulation of quality control mechanisms such as mitophagy can contribute to cardiomyocyte pathophysiology, 59 suggests a role for circadian rhythms in mitophagy in heart disease. It is currently known that the PINK1-Parkin pathway plays an essential role in eliminating damaged mitochondria by mitophagy. Under basal conditions the E3-ligase Parkin is retained in the cytoplasm but rapidly translocates to damaged mitochondria in a manner dependent upon PINK1. 60, 61 Activation of parkin results in the ubiquitination of several proteins on the outer mitochondrial membrane, which targets ubiquitinated mitochondria for autophagic removal. 62 Notably, defects in autophagy have been associated with contractile dysfunction and HF. [63] [64] [65] [66] For example, autophagy increases in cardiac myocytes following ischemia-reperfusion injury. In fact, activation of autophagy upon early phases of reperfusion is critical for removing damaged organelles, including mitochondria and averting proteotoxic stress. This mechanism is largely substantiated by studies in which delayed autophagy exacerbated reperfusion injury, resulting in cardiac-increased cell death and cardiac dysfunction. 67, 68 Because mitochondria are highly dynamic organelles and continually undergoing fission and fusion, future investigations examining the role of the circadian mechanism on mitophagy in the heart are warranted.
Circadian Rhythms and Depression in Patients with Heart Disease
Depression is common in patients with coronary heart disease, and the comorbidity complicates treatment and worsens prognosis. 69, 70 Moreover, cognitive impairment, depression, or brain changes have all been frequently reported as coincidental in patients with HF. [71] [72] [73] Although there is a complex interplay between pathophysiologic factors that can contribute to these mental health conditions in patients with heart disease, a role for the circadian mechanism may also be warranted. In support of this notion, several studies suggest that disruption of the circadian clock system plays a role in mood disorders, including depression and bipolar disorder. 74, 75 Moreover, it has been shown experimentally that disruption of circadian rhythms in mice lowers dendritic length and decreases the complexity of neurons in the prelimbic frontal cortex, a brain region important for emotional control. 76 The authors also showed that this diurnal disruption worsens heart disease, using a model of pressure overload-induced cardiac hypertrophy in mice. 8 Further understanding of the links between circadian rhythms and neuropathophysiology could lead to new approaches to improve the quality of life and improve outcomes for patients with heart disease.
SUMMARY
Recent epidemiologic, experimental, and clinical studies demonstrate the profound importance of circadian rhythms for healthy cardiovascular physiology. Disturbing rhythms is etiologically associated with heart disease and worse outcomes. Rhythm disturbance is common in contemporary society, for example, frequent jet travel between time zones, 24/7 shift work, or sleep disorders. Importantly, these discoveries have led to an exciting new opportunity, that is, translating circadian biology to clinical medicine. Recent successes include optimizing the timing of cardiovascular medications to improve drug efficacy and maintaining circadian rhythms and sleep to benefit outcomes after MI. Upcoming areas for preclinical translation include targeting the circadian mechanism to reduce cardiac aging, targeting circadiandriven bioenergetics to improve heart function, and examining the complex interplay between neurophysiology and heart disease to improve outcomes for patients with heart disease.
